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sentin
sentin automates image analysis in industrial applications such as the interpretation of radiographic imagery. Using our product customers profit from the increased reliability, speed and cost efficiency in various image analysis tasks.
Bochum

Peers Solutions GmbH offers a solution for intelligent personnel development in the manufacturing industry. It curates learning paths for all employees, tailored to their company’s goals, timeline and budget.
Stuttgart

Prospeum
Enterprise SRM and Strategic Sourcing Software isn’t fit for the service economy – Prospeum’s enterprise grade cloud solution is.
Stuttgart

HD Vision
HD Vision supports manufacturers with a fast and easy access to Machine Vision for glossy & complex surfaces. Applications include 3D scanning, object detection, bin picking & quality inspection.
Heidelberg

Apheris AI
Apheris is empowering organizations to collaborate on data while protecting intellectual property and preserving data privacy.
Cologne

Attenio
Paperless production – this is how we understand industry 4.0. Our software TioPro supports the worker on the shop floor in the assembly of products.
Hamburg

SFM Systems
SFM Systems offers a digital shop floor management software for manufacturing companies to gain data-driven insights and improve their production performance.
Darmstadt

Eliso
eliso is your manufacturer-independent specialist for charging infrastructure. For our B2B customers we offer consulting, project planning, installation and operation of charging solutions.
Stuttgart

Inlyse
inlyse protects companies against malware and other cyber attacks with the power of artificial intelligence.
Karlsruhe

Aucta
We help companies harness the power of their data to create and deploy 3D instructions anywhere, on any device!
Berlin

TreyeTech
Treye Tech developed a technology which makes the control of devices via gaze movements affordable and intuitive.
Mannheim

Plasmion
Plasmion developed an „electronic nose sensor“ that enables real-time online monitoring of any kind of odor or volatile organic compounds in almost any industrial environment.
Augsburg

Skills
Skills supports companies in developing their employees individually by virtual business coaching. Their web app stimulates reflection and problem-solving thanks to targeted questions.
Konstanz